
 Thrash metal favorites Municipal Waste are back with 
another head-banging, mosh-inducing single that is rem-
niscent of 80s-era thrash. “Grave Dive” isn’t anything new or 

different from other Municipal Waste tracks, but the familiarity 
of vocalist Ryan Waste’s vocals and aggressive, rhythmic guitar is 
an asset rather than a setback. Municipal Waste knows what their 
strengths are, and they stick to them! 

“Grave Dive”is an exciting teaser for Municipal Waste’s new 
album, Electrified Brain, which is currently available on vinyl, but 
will be officially released on every platform July 1. 

 

Chloë and the Next 20th Century marks the 
long anticipated return of Josh Tillman 
AKA Father John Misty after a near four- 

year hiatus. Here, he’s seen fit to combine his 
familiar, and often cynical, storytelling style 
with the sounds of an era long- gone. While 
tactfully avoiding over-romanticizing the cen-
tury, Tillman shows the enduring charm and 
appeal that jazz standards, crooner-era pop, 
and big band genres have to this day.  

While Tillman’s writing is still character-
istically humorous and cynical, when paired 
with the style of timeless love songs many of 
the tracks give off an undeniably more upbeat 
charm than seen on his previous works. “Funny 
Girl” is a standout here as the beautiful string 
sections and warm brass section envelop the 
listener like a warm blanket of nostalgia, even 
while Tillman bemoans his heartbreak. The 
closing track, “The Next 20th Century,” is a sad 
and liberating reflection of the current times 
through the lens of the past. This track is a fit-
ting closer sonically as it features the sounds 
that took over the later portion of the century, 
and it contrasts heavily with previous songs, 
showing the eclectic nature of the album and 
pulls from nearly the entire 20th century.  

The album is lacking in narrative, cohe-
sion, and occasional misuse of styles. This can 
be seen in “Kiss Me,” which falls into droning 
loop, while “Olividado”’ has a slow pace and 
awkward vocal clash. Oftentimes, there is no 
explanation for what is going on, yet the com-
fort and effectiveness of these tracks lift it out 
of what could have been a stylistic mess.

With his latest release, Omar Apollo is 
starting to slowly distance himself from 
other modern pop artists in a positive 

direction. Ivory is a mixed bag of genres combining 
with one another to create an album that fluctuates 
between upbeat tempos, lo-fi alternative beats, and 
Spanish melodies to keep listeners engaged and not 
bored by listening to the same beat over and over 
again. 

Apollo opens with the titular track “Ivory,” 
which sets a euphonious, dream-like atmosphere 
that doesn’t really set the tone for the rest of the 
album. Rather, it draws in audiences when it tran-
sitions into an upbeat, alternative 2000’s hip-hop 
beat in the next track “Talk.” “Waiting on You” is a 
slow-burning acoustic guitar to light percussion 
and bass that matches the fluent high pitch tone of 
Apollo’s vocals. “Personally,” like “Waiting on You,” 
consists of an acoustic guitar in a daunting and 
melancholy tone. However, the melody is height-
ened to an outcrying and raspy vocalized Apollo 
that transitions into a mood of dark synth and heavy 
bass as he sings about personal issues in his life. 

“Tamagotchi” is the second of the two songs 
that fluctuate between Spanish and English lyri-
cism. The intermingling of Spanish and American 
hip hop is felt throughout with heavy bass, a beat 
that is heavy at low points, and settles on a soft end 
with low bass. “Endlessly Interlude” and “Can’t Get 
Over You” are small transitions that help change the 
mood—the first of two transitions the middle of the 
album into a hip hop phase, while the second brings 
in a closing sense of soul and lo-fi alternative to con-
clude the album on a smooth note. 

Unless a listener doesn’t like the rapid blending 
of many different genres within 40 minutes, Ivory is 
one of, if not the best work to come from Apollo so 
far in his career.

Speak Now is Taylor Swift’s third album and was 
released back in October 2010. It’s a significant 
album in her discography because it began her 

transition from country to pop. Though, it is not 
pure pop as it incorporates blue grass, pop rock, 
and pop punk among other genres. It notably has 
six singles—“Mine,” “Back to December,” “Mean,” 
“The Story of Us,” “Sparks Fly,” and “Ours”—on a 
thirteen-track album. With the support of these 
singles, Speak Now reached number one on many 
charts, including spending six weeks at number one 
on the Billboard 200.  

Looking back, one can’t help but admire this 
album. At just 21 years old, Taylor Swift wrote an 
album entirely by herself that explored her new-
found maturity and broken, but open heart. This 
album is, without a doubt, her coming-of-age 
album.  

She reflects on childhood in “Innocent,” where 
she sings, “Wasn’t it easier in your lunchbox days? / 
Always a bigger bed to crawl into / Wasn’t it beauti-
ful when you believed in everything / And everybody 
believed in you?” One of the more meaningful songs  
is “Dear John,” which she wrote about singer John 
Mayer after their relationship ended when she 
was 19 and he was 32. The most poignant lyrics are, 
“Dear John, I see it all, now it was wrong / Don’t you 
think nineteen is too young / To be played by your 
dark twisted games, when I loved you so?” The nar-
rative around male predatory behavior has shifted 
greatly since the song’s release, especially through 
the #MeToo movement, and in retrospect, it seems 
young Swift was ahead of her time at just 21 years 
old.  Speak Now is not very sonically cohesive and her 
best lyrics were still yet to come when she wrote this 
album. Having said that, this is also the album that 
solidified her as a popstar and a force to be reckoned 
with. Long live Speak Now. 
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